INTRODUCTION
Data Storage through Internet computing technology is known as Cloud Computing. This approach is emerging due to time, cost, distributed complex sourcing, faster delivery of innovation and increasing complexity. In this technology, service providers provide storage for data along with services. The contents in this paper will focus on the various issues and possible solution to data security related issues.
II. CLOUD SERVICES
A Cloud Client consists of computer hardware and/or computer software that relies on computing for application delivery [1] .
Three different broad service models for internet computing: -Software as a Service (SaaS), are applications over internet [ 
III. SECURITY ISSUES IN CLOUD COMPUTING
Due to many characteristics , has effect on IT budget and also impact on security, privacy and security issues [7] [10]. Time, Cost and Innovation are merit points of cloud computing, yet security points are still be taken care for cloud environments. Cloud Providers face certain security issues [8] The process of SACS is comprised of many steps as given - [7] -The user creates a local user agent, and set up a temporary safety certificate. The user's authorization and security access is complete.
-When the user's job use the source on the internet service layer, mutual authentication take place between user agent and explicit application. -According to user's requirements, internet application will make a list of service resource, and then go by it to the user agent.
iii] Simulation Tool
The experimental results are obtained from Hadoop, reduce programming specification. [7] It is the software that is used to write applications that process large amount of statistics. This is a distributed file base system with framework. [8] -Simulating tools like CloudSim, GrimSim and cloud Analyst, docircuits, partsim, Mast Sim.
iv] Experimental Results and Analysis
The proposed tool is the distributed file base system. This tool can be downloaded in Linux base operating system and can be run on the windows operating system [8] After installing this on system the individual user name Hadoop is created that is single node. Log in to this user a cluster working like cloud is designed using Java 1.6 [11] . Linux is secure operating system so attacks like -mandatory access attacks, SQL injection attacks and directory traversal attacks are generated to measure the performance [7] A] Comparison [7] 
VI. ENCRYPTION ALGORITHMS
Blowfish Algorithm -Blowfish is a symmetric block cipher encryption algorithm meaning that it uses the same secret key to both encrypt and decrypt messages and divides a message up into fixed length blocks during encryption and decryption. Blowfish Algorithm is a Feistel Network, iterating a simple encryption function 16 times.
Figure 5. Feistel Network
AES Algorithm -AES uses the same key for both encryption and decryption. The four rounds are called SubBytes, ShiftRows, MixColumns, and AddRoundKey. During SubBytes, a lookup table is used to determine what each byte is replaced with. The ShiftRows step has a certain number of rows where each row of the state is shifted cyclically by a particular offset, while leaving the first row unchanged. Each byte of the second row is shifted to the left, by an offset of one, each byte in the third row by an offset of two, and the fourth row by an offset of three. This shifting is applied to all three key lengths, though there is a variance for the 256-bit block where the first row is unchanged, the second row offset by one, the third by three, and the fourth by four. Figure 6 . Steps of RSA Algorithm [8] VII.
Figure 6. AES Encryption Process
RSA SECURITY ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION RSA Algorithm -The RSA algorithm is the most commonly used security algorithm existing for data storage for cloud computing process. The data is been encrypted and decrypted, once the key is generated [8] 
C] Decryption :
M=E^d mod n =3 Figure 7 . Example of RSA Algorithm Similarly based on this basic RSA Algorithm, further development of many more sophisticated algorithms are been implemented for secure and valid data verification. Based on Basic RSA, the small-e and Efficient RSA algorithms are proven. These are asymmetric algorithms whereas few symmetric algorithms like DES, AES, Blowfish, and others are given considerations. The 2 key generation encryption algorithm 2KGEA is proposed for dual encryption security of data.
VIII. PROPOSED DUAL SECURITY ALGORITHM
This proposed dual security algorithm is based on the efficient RSA and RSA small-e merits. In this, the number of exponents will be made 3 and the following steps will be executed.
A] Key Generation Algorithm :
Select p and q as being both prime numbers. n= p x q Ø(n) = (p-1)(q-1) ϒ n, h = ph-p0 ph-p1…ph-ph-1 + qh-q0 qh-q1 … qh-qh-1 r such as1<r<n and gcd r, Ø=1 and gcd r,ϒ=1 (r should be small integer) e such as r.e = 1 mod Ø(n) and 1<e< Ø(n) d such as d.e= 1mod ϒn and 1<d< ϒn Encryption Key = {e,n}… public key Decryption Key = {r,d,n}… private key B] Encryption Process :
If M=3, such that M<n E=((M^e mod n)e mod n) C] Decryption Process: M=((Er mod n)d mod n) r in 2KGEA has same role of e in RSA small-e and exponent e has same size as Ø(n). d is been computed as per the Efficient RSA algorithm and the values of ϒ n,h. In the proposed algorithm encryption carried with two consecutive steps while decryption is been different. So the security of both algorithms explained herewith differ. Further expansion in this proposed scheme can be modified based on performance and security of data.
IX. SECURITY ATTACKS
The security analysis done based on three attacks - C] Mathematical attack -In RSA, prevented by using 2048 bits exponents, while in 2KGEA algorithm the h value increased for the number of mathematical attacks to get reduced. Decryption with 2 different keys added security to data been encrypted and unreachable [3] [12] Data analysis is done with the help of MATLAB Software. This software is used to train and test the dataset and the efficiency of the result is measured. Eclipse start code system are fruitful for Java application to run smoothly. The simplest and basic conceptual method based on Turbo C or TC is also identified by experts as the preliminary stage of data analyzing [11] 
X. CONCLUSION
The dual security algorithm was with respect to cloud computing environments, where the challenge is to use in cloud servers with respect to time and memory limitations during encryption and decryption process in servers due to its sharing performance. So it is better if encrypting stored data by symmetric algorithm such as AES in cloud servers and afterwards encrypting secret key with dual algorithm for sharing actions. [3] [9]
XI. FUTURE WORK
So the existence of algorithms for security purpose is still in its way to research much better approaches and is been pointed out by experts. More and more fruitful efforts are in their way to be presented and implemented timely to ensure secure data between users. [3] [8] [9] [10] [12] 
